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Abstract
In Germany, international and national comparative studies
such as PISA or IGLU have shown that some 20% of school
children do not reach the minimal competence level as defined
by PISA literacy stages by the age of 15. Such a large number
of students can no longer be supported by a single teacher in a
classroom. The proposed submission demonstrates a web appli-
cation that allows non-experts to interact with highly complex
underlying algorithms in order to obtain personalized spelling
diagnosis in minutes and keep track of error profiles over time.
Furthermore, usage of the application will result in a large data
collection to support research on long-term studies of written
language acquisition that do not yet exist in that form. Even
though there is no companion paper at this conference, previous
published work has lead up to this demonstration. The underly-
ing algorithms were published at SLaTE 2011 [1] and prelimi-
nary studies regarding effective data display were published at
WOCCI 2012 [2].
Index Terms: speech synthesis, spelling errors, user interface,
children’s education, German text

1. Introduction
Spelling is one of the key skills acquired by children in an indi-
vidual manner [1] throughout their school studies. The degree
to which this skill is acquired has a direct impact on the child’s
scholastic future [3, 4]. According to PISA [5], this spread per-
sists even into the higher grades with around 20% of children
in Germany not reaching minimal competence level by age of
15 [6, 7]. One means of supporting these students is through
immediate and frequent diagnostic systems that take into ac-
count a child’s personal history and their expected performance
given a group of peers. The development of the application to be
demonstrated builds on algorithms that automatically classify a
significant number of spelling errors in free text using speech
synthesis. After spending some time understanding error pro-
files and displays [2], the demonstration now shows an interface
that removes the complexity of the underlying algorithm from
the lay user. Allowing non-experts to work with automatic diag-
nostic tools allows any individual with correct spelling skills to
support students by obtaining a diagnosis for a random student
text within seconds.

2. Diagnostic Error Tags
The demonstrated web-app focuses on analyzing spelling errors
in freely written texts in terms of spelling error categories taken
from the literature [8], categorized into grapheme-, syllable-,
and morpheme-levels as given in Table 1.

Table 1: Error Categories Considered.

Category Explanation/Examples
Grapheme-level
SG Special Graphemes
Complex Graphemes (st,sp,chs,ks,qu,eu,au,äu)
Rare Graphemes (x,y,v,ph,ai)
multi-Grapheme (ng,ch,sch,dt)
VOC ’r’ vocalized ’r’ hia(hier)
VOC r (hyp) Soldarten(Soldaten)
Syllable-level
SIL V Vowel Duration mark
consonant doubling KV Kane(Kanne)
hyper KV lauffen(laufen)
mark vowel duration h,aa (LV)
long /i/ as i i misspelled
long /i/ as ie ie misspelled
RED e,en,el,er,ern leave out syllable with ’shwa’

ein(einen)

Morpheme-level

MOR GrS disregarding capitalization
MOR KS disregarding decapitalization
MOR KA disregarding

derivational spelling
(König,Könige)

MOR dass misspelling das(dass)

3. Automatic Error Tagging
Synthesis: The underlying algorithms build on the hypothesis
that pronunciation of misspelled and correct sentences are often
pronounced similarly. The grapheme to phoneme conversion
is provided by the speech synthesis system MARY [9]. The
inbuilt rule-based approach covers the transformation of mis-
spelled words into phoneme strings.
Algorithms: Phonemes and Graphemes are aligned using
the above phoneme string output. Words are first split into
their graphemes, which is not trivial in German. After align-
ing phonemes and graphemes from both correct and incorrect
sentences, most error types can be classified automatically [1]
by looking at insertions and deletions of graphemes in the con-
text of pronunciation, grapheme sequence, syllable, stress and
morpheme boundary. Future work will include POS tags. A
web application based on Ruby on Rails integrates these al-
gorithms, hides the complexity from the user, and provides a
non-expert user interface to compute and display a readable di-
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agnostic spelling evaluation given a random student text.
Evaluation: Evaluation of correctness for all automatic tags
has been infeasible due to the enormous effort of handlabelling
each of the words with each of the many error tags for both oc-
currence of baseline (potential for error) and (actual committed)
errors. Some error categories have been evaluated manually and
the results indicate a successfull automatic annotation with only
few predictable errors that can be fixed by expanding MARY’s
pronunciation dictionary [10]. Ongoing evaluations are part of
a current DFG project.

4. The Application
User Profiling with Login: Login allows students to maintain
a profile. Texts written over time are maintained in a history
that supports long term tracking of error profiles and effect of
exercises on improvements of particular errors.
Manual Correction: A (non-prescribed) text is entered in a
window including all spelling errors. This can be done by the
student or alternatively by a tutor, given that all misspellings
are maintained. After submitting the text, a lay person, in com-
mand of correct spelling, can correct the text on a word by word
basis. (Mistakes in word order are not yet captured. The goal
is later to provide a best-guess automated transcription of the
target sentence using speech recognition technology [11].)

Figure 1: Lay person’s corrective work is needed. All this per-
son needs to know is how to spell correctly.

The Diagnosis: After submitting the corrected text, the student
receives a diagnosis. A pie chart shows the distribution of errors
in terms of error category.

Figure 2: Page displays student’s diagnosis for current text

The gauges are chosen to depict two numbers for each of
the most important error categories. First, the number of errors
and secondly, the color coded percentage correct (normalizing
by potential error candidates of the same type that were spelled
correctly).
The Training: A list of correct words corresponding to the
misspellings and error categories to be trained can be transmit-
ted to a training game. Such games include speed typing con-

test, or integrated challenges regarding spelling into the game
of mindcraft or other adventure games. Creating of such games
have been student projects in our computer science department.

Figure 3: Long term tracking for each error type shows if stu-
dent is improving.

Long term error tracking per category can show a student’s
progress over time. Comparative performance with respect to
peers (ie. grade) can also be displayed.

Figure 4: Comparative performance with respect to peers can
be displayed.

The demonstrated web application enables personalized
teaching and supports non-experts through providing targeted
training information that is vital to the improvement of a child’s
academic achievement. The current version also includes as-
pects of gamifying the learning experience.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Allowing non-experts to work with automatic diagnostic tools
allows any individual to improve their skills with helpful feed-
back through diagnostics. Future work includes adding the
feedback loop between personalized exercises and their impact
on student performance. Hereby, the effectiveness of exercises
can then be evaluated and improved, perhaps adapted to student
learning styles. Ideally, it would be possible to scan in entire
sets of handwritten texts and produce a profile for a group of
students with selective exercises for subgroups of similar pro-
file students. In this case, cooperation with experts in automatic
handwriting recognition technology will be needed. Finally,
such an approach can be extended to train students not just in
spelling but in language skills such as writing and vocabulary.
Extending the tool to more languages should be possible with
similar algorithms.
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